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LINCOLN INTRODUCES NEW SLIDE-A-WAY PATIO DOOR!
Merrill, WI. (September 19, 2012) – Specifications for premium homes and light commercial spaces often call for
incredibly large and distinguishing door systems. Lincoln’s new Slide-A-Way system is an uncomplicated answer to
this design requirement.
The Slide-A-Way door is available in configurations from one to ten panels. This is the ideal product for covering a
span nearly 38 feet wide with the option to slide panels totally from one side and open fully in one direction, either
left or right handed, or function as a bi-parting unit. Bi-parting doors have opposing panels meeting in the middle of
the door utilizing an astragal at the connection point.
Designed as a pocketing door, panels neatly rest into a specially designed wall cavity providing a minimalist view of
the door framing. A stacking door is a more traditional installation allowing all panels to reside over the last panel in
the series.
Contemporary designers can increase glass area and lessen sash framing by choosing Lincoln’s narrow stiles and
rails, measuring 2-1/2”. Opt for wide stiles and rails (measuring 4-7/8”) when directing focus to an alternative wood
species or to compliment swing doors that are in close proximity.
A thoughtful designer will approve of the closed doors’ appearance where floor coverings run right up to the
staggered tracks. Tracks are then hidden from sight. The flat sill creates relatively unobstructed access through an
open door. Polypropylene rollers glide easily on the track-even on the largest door units.
Clients save time with Lincoln Patio Doors as they match their window package including: cladding and hardware
colors, energy efficient glass, grilles and wood species.
Lincoln products are backed by a great warranty, built with care in the USA and serviced through your local dealer.

Lincoln Wood Products, Inc. has been manufacturing high quality wood windows and patio doors for new construction, remodeling and
light commercial projects for over 60 years. Based in Merrill, Wisconsin, the privately owned company engineers windows and patio doors
for visual appeal as well as outstanding performance and backs it up with exceptional customer service before and after the sale. Lincoln
windows and patio doors are marketed through a network of over 400 independent distributors throughout the U.S. and Canada. For more
information visit www.lincolnwindows.com or call 715.536.2461.
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